Tap into the true value of analytics
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Productizing Analytic Innovation: The Quest for Quality, Standardization and Technology Governance

The use of predictive analytics is becoming ubiquitous within modern financial IT solutions. However, with the increased complexity of analytic offerings comes the need for a standardized process and build methodology across all analytic model development. The software engineering profession, facing nearly identical constraints, has created governance methodologies that are re-usable for analytic development. As such, the quest of the analytics manager is two-fold:

1. Apply these effective methodologies to standardize analytic development. This will yield dramatic improvements in the quality and consistency of an analytic team’s output, while enabling the flexibility needed for analytic innovation.

2. Have analytic technology governance in place to ensure that analytic innovations comply with analytic development standards and constraints.

Introduction

As predictive analytics becomes a ubiquitous critical component of modern financial IT solutions rather than a state-of-the-art add-on feature, analytic development managers are faced with new challenges—ones that go beyond concerns with data quality, choice of training techniques, latest analytic research, and model performance.

Mission-critical business applications operate under many constraints, including stability in time, robustness under unexpected conditions, and scalability to handle the actual business information flow. These constraints apply equally to application software as well as to analytics within the software. Analytic model development across all applications needs to follow a similarly well-defined development methodology and process.

Customers of analytics, particularly top financial institutions, are increasingly aware of these complexities and possible implications. These customers require more transparency that an analytic team is utilizing a standard/governance with regard to model-building methodology, technology and process.

This article describes potential solutions and focuses on the practical aspects necessary to transform an analytic product organization’s methodology to enable successful delivery, deployment, and operation of hundreds of
predictive models annually. The model development standards and governance outlined in this article are essential components within a larger set of analytic requirements for the business, which may include legal and regulatory requirements.

Software engineering has matured over time by developing processes and methodologies that help ensure consistency and quality of a software release. These methodologies, which ensure that software projects are delivered on time and within budget, started being developed as early as the 1960’s. Since then, they have continuously been improved to meet the demands of the growing size and complexity of the software products. These methodologies have played a pivotal role in the success of today’s software industry.

The software development methodology has changed from structured programming to object-oriented design and development to service-oriented architectures and cloud computing. The process approaches evolved from traditional waterfall to a variety of iterative approaches—such as Rational Unified Process, Extreme Programming, and Agile Unified Process—developed in recent decades.

Analytic development can benefit from adapting many aspects of software development, such as:

- Use of version control and coding standards
- Configuration and release management
- Development of test cases and automated test suites
- Code modularization and sharing (for example, variable libraries)
- Early prototyping and integration (for example, development of skeleton models for deployment validation)

- Iterative approach to the model development cycle

Tools Governance

Development of robust and high quality analytics includes the need for strict adherence to a standardized, approved, and tested tool set. Well-tested tools are paramount to the correct development of the model and confident use of the analytic model in business applications.

For example, a sampling script that inadvertently changes the training data set by excluding an important component of the population makes the final deployed model not representative of the production environment.

While one can rely on established third-party packages—such as R, SAS, SPSS, or FICO™ Model Builder—for most typical statistical calculations, in practice, there is a large amount of custom code written by the analytics development team. This is needed to implement specific custom adaptations of cutting-edge algorithms, perform ad-hoc data transformations to prepare the data for model development, implement specific intellectual property algorithms, and combine individual calculations into automated modeling steps.

Without a centralized process, ad-hoc tool development results in accumulating too many tools developed by different scientists, having multiple versions of the same tool (sometimes with subtle but important functionality differences), inconsistent documentation and interfaces, and duplicate or redundant functionality. Further, some functionality affecting the resulting model quality and performance may be based on arbitrary individual choices and not fully reviewed, tested and validated.
The solution is to have a well-defined tools governance process that determines all aspects of developing, testing, modifying, documenting, and distributing the common analytics toolset. This ensures consistency across many scientists developing analytic solutions. The process often includes coding guidelines and procedures for using version control, nightly builds and configuration management. It also covers organizing and documenting various third-party components (compilers, utilities, statistics packages, SDK's), and unifying the versions and locations of the software across different analytic sites and servers.

While many tools still originate from an ad-hoc solution to a modeling problem, under the tools governance process, any discovered gap or deficiency in functionality is brought to the Technology Governance Board to consider enhancement of an existing tool or creation of new standard tools.

Model Standardization

Even with appropriate tools, it is not possible to ensure high model quality if models are being developed without some form of common standard and code sharing. Model standardization is necessary to facilitate the propagation of improved or corrected variable definitions and bug fixes, and to ensure compliance with the latest data specifications and consistency of the model external interface (for example, reason and error codes are consistent across models).

Model standardization also promotes collaboration between project teams who contribute to the standard. This reduces duplication of efforts and thereby leaves more time for analytic innovation projects.

The most important aspects of model standardization are model code sharing and creation of a shared variable library. A standard model code structure and organization should exist to facilitate sharing, while leaving the possibility of customizing variables for an individual model—for example, by introducing country and region specific functions and variable definitions.

Code sharing is essential for achieving consistency in how a model handles typical scenarios and use cases. Response generation functions, common data fixes, model upgrade logic, error handling and error codes can all be implemented in a shared codebase utilized by individual models. The shared code library is accompanied by its own automated test suite that invokes common test cases, making it possible to validate the shared code before it becomes part of any model build.

In analytics development, a shared variable library stands out from other shared code since it encapsulates the accumulated knowledge and Intellectual Property (IP) of the analytics team. Variables are the quintessence of the model. Hence, it is paramount for variable definitions to be shared in a version control repository, where variables are tested for correctness of the definition and leverage consistent variable definition standards. Variables are constantly reviewed for improvement and, through a common model standard, can be easily made available to all models.

Variable standardization and version control also allow for proper inventory of variables. This prevents redundancy of variable definitions for those that are closely related, and also allows for specific feature detector development where variable sets may be smaller. Variables are logically classified based on the types of behaviors to which they respond.

For example, given a well-organized variables
library, one can easily determine the variable sets available for cross-border fraud detection and, if necessary, focus specifically on new variable definitions/improvements. Any improvements can then be available to all future builds, not just to a specific modeling project where the variable innovation work may have occurred.

**Modeling Process Standardization**

For an analytics development organization that delivers hundreds of models every year, it is essential to follow a standard methodology and process. Each individual model build follows this process, which defines the essential milestones and subsequent checks and balances that need to be in place throughout the model building process.

The process typically starts with Requirements Definition. Every model may have its own requirements for the types of input and specific detection targets. Also included would be supported versions of the data specification, and any customer and environment-specific requirements and constraints. These can be captured in an analytics tracking document, which defines both the requirements and the deliverables for the model build.

The requirements and data availability determine the choice of the model architecture and modeling technologies. These choices can be refined as the process goes iteratively through the following typical steps:

- **Data Analysis** – This task includes ensuring the proper acquisition and data quality of contributed data for a model build. This should consist of a standard Data Quality Report (DQR) that summarizes the data issues, and contains the basic statistics for all the input fields and sets of automated alerts to data issues. These alerts need to be reviewed for go/no-go decisions on utilization of the modeling data in the build. The report is also used on a recurring basis as a tool to tactically improve data contributions where strict adherence with the data specification/standards is lacking.

- **Data Preparation** – Once high quality data is collected, the data continues to be analyzed from the model build perspective. At this stage, more subtle issues (such as intersection between various data streams and temporal shifts in distributions) are reviewed with the analytic manager. Additional sampling and pre-processing is usually performed based on quality and composition of data from different sources (for example, different institutions or sub-systems).

- **Variables Definition and Generation** – This involves writing code to calculate the variables, striving to provide computationally efficient and statistically robust (to errors, outliers, and temporal shifts) definitions. Attention must be paid to potential legal and regulatory constraints—such as the Fair Credit Reporting Act or non-discrimination laws that may limit or prohibit the use of certain input fields. Variables that are part of the model standard have fully automated test suites and are approved for use in models. New variables are reviewed by the Technology Governance Board for approval in a build, but also for future inclusion in the model standard codebase.

- **Variable Selection** – This is usually done using a variety of techniques—such as correlations, regressions, mutual information, and sensitivity analyses. Specific review thresholds related to sensitivity are used to point to any problematic variables that could indicate issues—such as target leaks or spurious correlations.
Model Training - This presents challenges, since many training technologies, such as neural networks, are inherently complex and involve difficulties in explaining the results, parameter optimization and tuning, possibility of overtraining, and instability to initial model weights values. Standard stopping criteria and multiple validation data sets are used and reviewed to ensure robustness.

Evaluation and Validation - These techniques are not straightforward since they usually involve multiple population segments and data from multiple sources. Final validation involves using a hold-out dataset that has not been used in any way during training, as well as techniques such as out-of-sample testing, cross and leave-one-out validation.

Model Creation - This involves creation of a deployable model, usually by means of automated tools that convert the raw output of a training algorithm into deployable model code. Many important steps (such as model response calibration and input capping, continuity and functional testing) are performed prior to delivery of the final model.

Analytic models should be treated like a software release, and subject to complete functional testing as it goes through the software integration and Quality Assurance (QA) process.

Since the final model is essentially executable code, bugs may go undetected on modeling data, but present themselves when the model encounters the real production data and environment. Similar to software testing, functional test cases are developed and incorporated into an automated test suite. These often involve using synthetic data (including erroneous data) designed to expose all potential execution paths and error-handling scenarios in the model code.
The tests include model upgrade and score continuity tests to ensure that the model upgrade will not adversely impact the operational environment.

To facilitate seamless model integration, a Model Delivery Standard is utilized. This standard defines and documents all the interfaces between the software and the model, as well as the accompanying test data and documentation.

Analytic Innovation and Technology Governance

To address a maturing analytic development methodology, an Analytics Innovation and Technology Governance Process must exist to ensure that only fully validated and approved technologies are used in mission-critical and productized analytics. This process takes innovations from concept to productization, and standardizes the technology prior to adoption in individual models.

The basic principles of a Unified Process (such as RUP or Agile UP) developed in software engineering can be successfully adopted in analytic development, especially with regard to managing innovation projects.

A Unified Process defines four project life-cycle phases. It emphasizes iterative development where different project activities—such as requirements definition, design, coding, and testing—are mixed in different proportion at each project phase.

- Inception Phase – This phase is based on an initial idea that often results from a new requirement, a discussion with the customer, an observation during model development, or a research article describing a new algorithm. The inception phase involves establishing an initial set of requirements for the innovation, initial design, and experimentation. This results in a high-level project definition, often formally documented in an Analytic Tracking Document where stakeholders from different departments agree on the project requirements, scope and budget.

- Elaboration Phase – In this phase, key assumptions are validated. The development work focuses on the areas of high uncertainty and risk through validating the design. This phase involves finalizing the design, obtaining key experimental results and code prototyping. Any significant change in design/approach is updated in the Analytic Tracking Document and requires re-approval before moving to the Construction Phase.

- Construction Phase – This phase focuses on developing the final version of the analytic technology based on the results from the Elaboration Phase. The production code is written, the necessary modeling steps are identified, and new test cases are developed for the technology. This analytic technology is then ready for final evaluation and incorporation into the model standard.

- Transition Phase – The delivery from the construction phase is reviewed by all stakeholders with respect to the value proposition of incorporating the analytic technology into the standard product suite. If the innovation meets approvals, a roadmap item is established to determine when work will be performed to incorporate the innovation into the model standard. Once in the model standard, the analytic innovation is available for use across all analytic development, the modeling process is modified accordingly, test cases are integrated into the test suite, and any necessary new tools are added to the Standard Toolset.
Analytic Development Methodologies are maturing. Mission-critical business applications call for high performance analytic models, but in equal measure, robust, stable, and predictable execution in their production environment. This requires that the Analytic Development Methodology adopt Tool Governance/Version Control, Model Standard, Model Process Standard, and Technology Governance for incorporation of formally approved, tested, and validated analytic innovations into the Model Standard.

To meet these requirements, leading analytics teams are exploiting Software Development Methodology practices and adapting them for Analytic Development. Clients are benefiting from these improved methodologies through consistency in the development process, consistency of model code, and stability of the models that drive their business decisions.

**Conclusion**

[Phases and activities in a typical innovation project](#)
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